Get ready, King of the Court Soccer Tennis Tournament is coming to Wildwood!

Maher Brothers Soccer Presents

KING OF THE COURT
OFFICIAL SOCCER TENNIS TOURNAMENT
July 24th -25th 2010
Wildwood Tennis Courts @ Fox Park (across from Convention Center)

Anthony Maher is currently entering his 9th season as a professional soccer player and 3rd year with the Philadelphia KiXX of the Major Indoor Soccer League (MISL). He recently scored his 100th career professional indoor soccer goal and was a top scorer for the 2008-2009 Philadelphia KiXX. He was born and raised in Cape May County, New Jersey and is very proud to bring Maher Brothers Soccer to the area.

Michael Maher is the younger brother to Anthony. Michael played Division I soccer with the US Naval Academy. Michael was chosen as Team Co-Captain and was a defensive mainstay for the midshipmen. He has been serving on active duty for 4 years as a Naval Surface Warfare Officer and is currently Lieutnant stationed in Phila as an Officer Recruiter. Michael’s leadership experience, professional skill set, and soccer knowledge is a huge boost to our Nationalization process for 2011!

KOTC adds KiXX All Star PAT MORRIS as our newest partner!

Soccer Tennis It is well known that a soccer player’s first touch on the ball can be the key to improving an individual in many other areas of the beautiful game. To put simply, if one doesn’t have a good first touch, it’s very hard to excel in the game of soccer. How is your first touch? An effective method to improve one’s first touch is to include it in a fun, game-like setting with little or no pressure from opponents (a no contact sport). That is precisely why players and coaches all around the world invented the hybrid game of Soccer-Tennis. This great game has everything you need to learn about technique and ball control and can be THEE game that really sharpens your skills. Two versus two action challenges players to concentrate on their first touch and passing or ‘setting up’ their partner to score points against an opponent. Soccer Tennis is proven to make a difference in a players overall ability!

What do I need to know about the rules?
- 2 versus 2 action and 1 versus 1 action
- Each team is guaranteed a minimum of 4 games
- All games played on tennis court
- (only service box area in bounds)
- Each match will consist of a best of 3 series to 15 points
- Rally scoring: both teams can score a point at any time
- Two touches maximum per person
- Three total touches maximum per side
- Must win by two points
- Service must bounce in opposite service box
- Service will be held by one team for 5 point combinations Service is changed every time the score equals 5, 10, 15, 20 points similar to ping pong;
  i.e. score 3, 2, 1, 4, 5, 0, 2, 3, 6, 4, 7, 8, 11-9 etc...
- One bounce per side, but cannot bounce after the first touch
- Line is in

Register Now! at www.kingofthecourt.net

Soccer Tennis:
- Develops precise first touch on the ball
- Develops quick reaction and anticipation
- Increases overall soccer coordination
- Increases communication skills
- Offers numerous repetitions for increased learning
- Enhances creativity and soccer IQ
- Forces players to properly and intelligently use different parts of their body (including thigh, feet, head, and chest)
- ‘King of the Court’ quick facts:
  - Started by the Maher Brothers in Milwaukee WI in the summer of 2008
  - KOTC is a weekend soccer tournament on a tennis court
  - 2010 KOTC is in 5 cities: NE Philly (7/17-18), Wildwood by-the-sea, NJ (7/24-25), Washington Twp NJ (8/7-8), Rochester NY (8/14-15), Wilmington, DE (8/21-22) and South Philly (8/28-29)
  - Our presenting sponsors are Powerbar and The Hero Campaign
  - 2 versus 2 competitions. The excitement and athleticism of soccer, tennis, and volleyball combined in one fast and furious package! $95 per team.
  - Age groups range from youth to 35 years+
  - US NAVY SEAL pull-up challenge on site promotions!
  - Winners receive up to $1000 cash plus trophies and metals and sponsor goodies
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